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Abstract
We study the problem of computing rational weighted sum-of-squares (WSOS) certificates for positive polynomials over a compact semialgebraic set. Building on the theory
of interior-point methods for convex optimization, we introduce the concept of dual cone
certificates, which allows us to interpret vectors from the dual of the sum-of-squares cone
as rigorous nonnegativity certificates of a WSOS polynomial. Whereas conventional
WSOS certificates are alternative representations of the polynomials they certify, dual
certificates are distinct from the certified polynomials; moreover, each dual certificate
certifies an entire proper cone of WSOS polynomials. As a result, rational WSOS certificates can be constructed from numerically computed dual certificates at little additional
cost, without any rounding or projection steps applied to the numerical certificates. As
an additional algorithmic application, we present an almost entirely numerical hybrid
algorithm for computing the optimal WSOS lower bound of a given polynomial along
with a rational dual certificate, with a polynomial-time computational cost per iteration
and linear rate of convergence.

1. Introduction
Deciding whether a polynomial is nonnegative on an (often compact) semialgebraic
set, and the closely related problem of computing the (approximate) minimum value of a
polynomial, is a fundamental problem of computational algebraic geometry and theoretical computer science, with many applications from discrete geometry and algorithmic
theorem proving to the design and analysis of dynamical systems such as power networks, to name a few. This problem is well-known to be decidable [1, 2] but strongly
NP-hard. The perhaps most studied, and arguably practically most successful, computational approach to it has been to certify the nonnegativity of the polynomial by writing
it as a (weighted) sum of squared polynomials—a technique known as sum-of-squares
decomposition; a variety of results from real algebraic geometry such as Putinar’s Positivstellensatz [3] guarantee that every polynomial that is strictly positive over a compact
semialgebraic set has such a representation.
Weighted sum-of-squares (WSOS) decompositions are usually computed numerically,
using semidefinite programming (e.g., [4, 5, 6]) or non-symmetric cone optimization [7],
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which is sufficient in many of the practical applications mentioned above. However, in
many theoretical contexts, such as in computational algebraic geometry and automated
theorem proving, it is required that the computed certificates be certified rigorously, in
exact arithmetic.
Computing rational WSOS decompositions for polynomials with rational coefficients
is a challenging problem even in the univariate case [8]. Symbolic methods such as those
that rely on quantifier elimination or root isolation are frequently exponential in the
degree of the input polynomial. The optimal value of the semidefinite program is an
algebraic number, but the study of the algebraic degree of the positive semidefinite cone
[9] suggests that one cannot hope for easily computable and verifiable certificates from
taking a purely symbolic computing approach to the semidefinite programming problems
that come from sums-of-squares. Therefore, a number of authors have proposed hybrid
methods that “round” or “project” efficiently computable but inexact numerical sum-ofsquares certificates to rigorous rational ones [10, 11, 12]; see also [13, 14, 15].
Our contribution is twofold. In Section 2, we propose a new framework for certifying that a polynomial is WSOS. The approach relies on convex programming duality
and allows the efficient construction of rational WSOS decompositions from suitable vectors from the dual cone. In contrast to conventional WSOS certificates, which can be
viewed as different representations of the polynomial whose nonnegativity they certify,
dual certificates are distinct from the certified polynomials themselves—in particular,
every polynomial in the interior of the WSOS cone has a full-dimensional cone of dual
certificates, which makes it particularly easy to identify one with an efficient numerical
method.
In Section 3, we discuss various algorithmic applications of dual certificates. We propose an efficient hybrid algorithm for computing and certifying rational WSOS lower
bounds for polynomials over a compact semialgebraic set using this framework. The
algorithm is almost entirely numerical, and has a considerably lower computational complexity than off-the-shelf semidefinite programming software applied to the same problem.
The algorithm provides, in each iteration, a certifiable WSOS bound with a dual certificate that can be converted (in polynomial time) to a rational WSOS certificate without
any additional rounding or projection of the numerical solutions. The sequence of WSOS
bounds converges to the optimal WSOS bound at a linear convergence rate.
1.1. Preliminaries
In the rest of this section we introduce some notation and briefly review some convex
optimization and interior-point theory that we rely on throughout the paper.
1.1.1. Weighted SOS polynomials and positive semidefinite matrices
Recall that a convex set K ⊆ Rn is called a convex cone if for every x ∈ K and
λ ≥ 0 scalar, the vector λx also belongs to K. A convex cone is proper if it is closed,
full-dimensional (meaning span(K) = Rn ), and pointed (that is, it does not contain a
line). We shall denote the interior of a proper cone K by K ◦ .
Sum-of-squares (SOS) polynomials. Let Vn,2d denote the cone of n-variate polynomials
of degree 2d. We say that a polynomial p ∈ Vn,2d is sum-of-squares (SOS) if there exist
Pk
polynomials q1 , . . . , qk ∈ Vn,d such that p = i=1 qi2 . Define Σn,2d to be the cone of
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n+2d
n

n-variate SOS polynomials of degree 2d. The cone Σn,2d ⊂ Vn,2d ≡ R(
cone for every n and d.

) is a proper

Weighted sum-of-squares. More generally, let g = (g1 , . . . , gm ) be some given nonzero
polynomials and let d = (d1 , . . . , dm ) be a nonnegative integer vector. We denote by
g
Vn,2d
the space of polynomials p for which there exist r1 ∈ Vn,2d1 , . . . , rm ∈ Vn,2dm
Pm
g
such that p = i=1 gi ri . A polynomial p ∈ Vn,2d
is said to be weighted sum-of-squares
Pm
(WSOS) if there exist σ1 ∈ Σn,2d1 , . . . , σm ∈ Σn,2dm such that p =
i=1 gi σi . It is
customary to assume that g1 = 1, that is, the ordinary “unweighted” sum-of-squares
polynomials are also included in the WSOS cones. Let Σgn,2d denote the set of WSOS
g
g
polynomials in Vn,2d
. Under mild conditions, the cone Σgn,2d ⊂ Vn,2d
is a proper cone;
for example, it is sufficient that the set
{x ∈ Rn | gi (x) > 0, i = 1, . . . , m}
g
[7, Prop. 6.1].
is a unisolvent point set for the space Vn,2d

WSOS polynomials and positive semidefinite matrices. We will denote the set of n×n real
symmetric matrices by Sn , and the cone of positive semidefinite n × n real symmetric
matrices by Sn+ . When the dimension is clear from the context, we use the common
shorthands A < 0 to denote that the matrix A is positive semidefinite and A  0 to
denote that the matrix A is positive definite. We will routinely identify polynomials with
g
their coefficient vectors in a fixed basis of Vn,2d
.
The following well-known theorem (rooted in the works of Shor, Lasserre, Parrilo,
and Nesterov; here reproduced in the notation of the latter) illustrates the connection
between Σgn,2d and the cone of positive semidefinite matrices.
g
Proposition 1 ([16, Thm. 17.6]). Fix an ordered basis q = (q1 , . . . , qU ) of Vn,2d
and an
ordered basis pi = (pi,1 , . . . , pi,Li ) of Vn,di for i = 1, . . . , m. Let Λi : RU → SLi be the
unique linear mapping satisfying Λi (q) = gi pi pTi , and let Λ∗i denote its adjoint. Then
s ∈ Σgn,2d if and only if there exist matrices S1 < 0, . . . , Sm < 0 satisfying

s=

m
X

Λ∗i (Si ).

(1)

i=1

Additionally, the dual cone of Σgn,2d admits the characterization


Σgn,2d

∗

= {x ∈ RU | Λi (x) < 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , m}.

(2)

i
The proof of Proposition 1 is constructive: given matrices Si ∈ SL
+ (i = 1, . . . , m), one
may explicitly construct a (weighted) sum-of-squares decomposition of the polynomial
s. Thus, the collection of matrices (S1 , . . . , Sm ) itself can be interpreted as a WSOS
certificate of the polynomial s.
To lighten the notation, throughout the rest of the paper we assume that the weight
polynomials g = (g1 , . . . , gm ) and the degrees d = (d1 , . . . , dm ) are fixed, and denote the
g
cone Σgn,2d by Σ and the space of polynomials Vn,2d
by V. Additionally, we denote by Λ
U
L1
Lm
the R 7→ S ⊕ · · · ⊕ S
linear map Λ1 (·) ⊕ · · · ⊕ Λm (·) from Proposition 1. With this
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notation, the condition (1) can be written as s = Λ∗ (S) for some positive semidefinite
(block diagonal) matrix S ∈ SL1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ SLm . Similarly, Eq. (2) simplifies to
Σ∗ = {x ∈ RU | Λ(x) < 0}.

(3)

The interior of this cone is simply
(Σ∗ )◦ = {x ∈ RU | Λ(x)  0}.

(4)

1.1.2. Barrier functions and local norms in convex cones
The analysis of the dual certificates introduced in Section 2 relies heavily on the
theory of barrier functions for convex cones. In this section, we give a brief overview of
the parts of this theory and some additional notation that will be needed throughout the
rest of the paper.
It is convenient to identify the spaces V and V ∗ with RU (U = dim(V)), equipped
with the standard inner product, hx, yi = xT y, and the induced Euclidean norm k · k.
Let Λ : RU → SL be the unique linear mapping specified in Proposition 1 above, and
let Λ∗ denote its adjoint. Central to our theory is the barrier function f : (Σ∗ )◦ → R
defined by
def
f (x) = − ln(det(Λ(x)).
(5)
Note that by Eq. (4), f is indeed defined on its domain. The function f is twice continuously differentiable; we denote by g(x) its gradient at x and by H(x) its Hessian at
x. Since f is strictly convex on its domain, H(x)  0 for all x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ . Consequently,
we can also associate with each x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ the local inner product h·, ·ix in V ∗ defined
def

as hy, zix = yT H(x)z and the local norm k · kx induced by this local inner product.
Thus, kykx = kH(x)1/2 yk. We define the local (open) ball centered at x with radius
def

r by Bx (x, r) = {y ∈ V ∗ | ky − xkx < r}. Analogously, we define the dual local inner
def

product h·, ·i∗x : V × V → R by hs, ti∗x = sT H(x)−1 t; the induced dual local norm k · k∗x
satisfies the identity ktk∗x = kH(x)−1/2 tk.
We remark that the function in (5) falls into the broader category of logarithmically homogeneous self-concordant barriers (or LHSCBs for short), which are expounded
upon in the classic texts [17] and [18]. Throughout, we will invoke several useful results
concerning LHSCBs for the function (5); these are enumerated in the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Using the notation introduced in this section, the following hold for every
x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ :
◦

1. We have Bx (x, 1) ⊂ (Σ∗ ) , and for all u ∈ Bx (x, 1) and v 6= 0, one has
1 − ku − xkx ≤

kvku
≤ (1 − ku − xkx )−1 .
kvkx

(6)

2. The gradient g of f can be computed as
g(x) = −Λ∗ (Λ(x)−1 ),
and the Hessian H(x) is the linear operator satisfying

H(x)w = Λ∗ Λ(x)−1 Λ(w)Λ(x)−1
for every w ∈ RU .
4

(7)

(8)

3. The function f is logarithmically homogeneous; that is, it has the following properties:
g(αx) = α−1 g(x) and H(αx) = α−2 H(x) for every α > 0,

(9)

furthermore
p
√
(10)
H(x)x = −g(x) and kg(x)k∗x = kxkx = h−g(x), xi = ν,
Pm
where ν = i=1 Li is the barrier parameter of f .
◦
4. The gradient map g : (Σ∗ )◦ → RU defines a bijection between (Σ∗ ) and Σ◦ , In
◦
particular, for every s ∈ Σ◦ there exists a unique x ∈ (Σ∗ ) satisfying s = −g(x).
5. If ku − xkx < 1, then
ku − xkx
.
1 − ku − xkx

(11)

kg(u) − g(x)k∗x
.
1 − kg(u) − g(x)k∗x

(12)

kg(u) − g(x)k∗x ≤
6. If kg(u) − g(x)k∗x < 1, then
ku − xkx ≤
Proof.

1. This is Renegar’s definition of self-concordance applied to the function f , which is
a composition of an affine function and a well-known self-concordant function, and
is thus self-concordant; see [18, Sec. 2.2.1 and Thm. 2.2.7].
2. Straightforward calculation.
3. Straightforward calculation using the identities (7) and (8). We remark that these
identities hold for all LHSCBs [18, Thm. 2.3.9].
4. See [18, Sec. 3.3].
5. See [19, Lemma 5].
6. This is an application of the previous claim to the conjugate barrier function of
f.
2. Dual certificates
We begin this section by introducing our central object, the cone of dual certificates
corresponding to a WSOS polynomial (Definition 1) and showing in Theorem 1 how we
can use dual certificates to construct an explicit (weighted) sum-of-squares decomposition
of WSOS polynomials in closed form. We continue using the notation introduced in the
previous section, and let Σ denote a general WSOS cone Σgn,2d and H denote the Hessian
of the barrier function f defined in (5).
Definition 1. Let s ∈ Σ. We say that the vector x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ is a dual certificate of s, or
simply that x certifies s, if H(x)−1 s ∈ Σ∗ . We denote by
def

C(s) = {x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ | H(x)−1 s ∈ Σ∗ }
5

the set of dual certificates of s. Conversely, for every x ∈ Σ◦ , we denote by
def

P(x) = {s ∈ Σ | H(x)−1 s ∈ Σ∗ }
the set of polynomials certified by the dual vector x.
The following theorem justifies the terminology introduced above. Through Eq. (13)
below, we can construct a WSOS certificate S for the polynomial s in the spirit of
Proposition 1 by an efficiently-computable closed-form formula, and thus we may interpret the dual vector x ∈ C(s) itself as a certificate of the polynomial s.
Theorem 1. Let x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ be arbitrary. Then the matrix S = S(x, s) defined by

def
S(x, s) = Λ(x)−1 Λ H(x)−1 s Λ(x)−1

(13)

satisfies Λ∗ (S) = s. Moreover, x is a dual certificate for s ∈ Σ if and only if S < 0.
Proof. The first statement can shown by applying the Hessian formula from Lemma 1:

 (8)
(13)
Λ∗ (S) = Λ∗ Λ(x)−1 Λ H(x)−1 s Λ(x)−1 = H(x)H(x)−1 s = s,

For the second statement, note that S < 0 if and only if Λ H(x)−1 s < 0, which is
equivalent to x ∈ C(s) by the definition of C(s) and the characterization (3) of Σ∗ .
From a high-level perspective, the matrix S(x, s) is defined in (13) by a “closed-form
formula”. We will make some more precise statements on the complexity of this formula
in Section 2.1 below.
Recall from Lemma 1 (claim 4) that for every s ∈ Σ◦ there exists a unique x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦
satisfying s = −g(x). This vector is a dual certificate of s, since
(10)

H(x)−1 s = −H(x)−1 g(x) = x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ .
Thus, every polynomial in the interior of the WSOS cone Σ has a dual certificate.
Definition 2. When −g(x) = s (∈ Σ◦ ), we say that x is the gradient certificate of s.
It is immediate from the definition that if x is a dual certificate of s, then so is
every positive multiple of x. (One may also confirm directly that the block matrix S
constructed in (13) is invariant to a positive scaling of x.) Also note that when x is the
gradient certificate of s = −g(x), then S(x, s) is positive definite. Since S is continuous
on (Σ∗ )◦ × Σ◦ , it is immediate that all vectors in some (s-dependent) neighborhood of x
are dual certificates of s. Conversely, the gradient certificate of s is also a dual certificate
of every polynomial in some (x-dependent) neighborhood of s. Our next lemma is a
quantitative version of this observation.
Lemma 2. Suppose t ∈ Σ◦ and let x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ be any vector that satisfies the inequality

tT xxT − (ν − 1)H(x)−1 t ≥ 0.
(14)
Then x ∈ C(t), equivalently, t ∈ P(x). In particular, if s = −g(x) for some x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ ,
then x is a dual certificate for every polynomial t satisfying kt − sk∗x ≤ 1.
6

Proof. We start with the second claim. From the definitions of the local norm and the
dual local norm, we have
kt − sk∗x = kH(x)−1/2 (t − s)k = kH(x)1/2 (x − H(x)−1 t)k = kx − H(x)−1 tkx .

(15)
◦

Thus, kt − sk∗x ≤ 1 is equivalent to H(x)−1 t ∈ Bx (x, 1). Since Bx (x, 1) ⊆ (Σ∗ ) from
the first claim of Lemma 1, Bx (x, 1) ⊆ Σ∗ , and x ∈ C(t) by definition.
The first claim of the Lemma is the “conic version” of the second claim. To prove it,
suppose that the inequality in (14) holds. Then the univariate quadratic polynomial
z 7→ (1 − ν)z 2 + (2ht, xi) z − ht, H(x)−1 ti
has a nonnegative discriminant, therefore it has a root δ. Moreover, since (1 − ν) < 0
and ht, H(x)−1 ti > 0, it follows that δ > 0. Using the identities in Eq. (10), we have
0 ≤ (1 − ν)δ 2 + (2ht, xi) δ − ht, H(x)−1 ti


= δ 2 1 − hg(x), H(x)−1 g(x)i − δ 2ht, H(x)−1 g(x)i − ht, H(x)−1 ti
= δ 2 − ht + δg(x), H(x)−1 (t + δg(x))i
= δ 2 − kH(x)−1/2 (t + δg(x))k2 .
We conclude that kH(x)−1/2 (t+δg(x))k < δ for some δ > 0. Then using Lemma 1 again,
we have
1≥

1
kH(x)−1/2 (t + δg(x))k
δ

(10)


δH(x)1/2 δ −2 H(x)−1 t − δ −1 x

1/2 
−1
(9)
= H δ −1 x
H δ −1 x
t − δ −1 x ,
=

so by the identities (15) and the first part of our proof, t is certified WSOS by 1δ x. Since
all positive multiples of x certify t, and δ is positive, it follows that x certifies t.
Corollary 1. Let x, y ∈ Σ∗ and s, t ∈ Σ, with −g(x) = s and −g(y) = t. If kx − ykx <
1
2 , then x certifies t.
Proof. If kx − ykx < 12 , then by Lemma 1,
(11)

ks − tk∗x = kg(x) − g(y)k∗x ≤

kx − ykx
< 1.
1 − kx − ykx

Then by Lemma 2, x certifies t.
2.1. Algorithmic considerations
Depending on the choice of the Λ operator (that is, in essence, the choice of bases p
and q in the construction of the semidefinite representation of Σ following Proposition 1),
the computation of S(x, s) can be made efficient, even polynomial-time in the bit model.
Suppose that for a given rational x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ , the matrices Λ(x) and H(x) are rational and
can be computed efficiently. Then for any s ∈ RU , the computation of S(x, s) amounts
7

to (1) computing a Cholesky (LDLT ) factorization of Λ(x) and H(x) (which are positive
definite by definition); (2) computing the vector w = H(x)−1 s using the Cholesky factors
of H(x) computed in the previous step; and (3) computing Λ(w) and then S(x, s) using
the Cholesky factors of Λ(x). Therefore, computing S(x, s) is efficient as long as Λ(·)
and H(·) can be computed efficiently.
For any reasonable choice and representation of Λ, the computation of Λ(·) and Λ∗ (·)
are efficient, as they are linear operators, typically explicitly represented in matrix form
with rational entries. Studying the same question in the context of numerical methods
for SOS optimization, the authors in [7, Sec. 6] showed that when polynomials are represented as Lagrange interpolants, the Hessian H(x) can be computed with O(mLU 2 )
arithmetic operations. One can also argue directly from the identity (8), that (since Λ
and Λ∗ are efficiently computable) the Hessian can be computed efficiently; the bottleneck once again is the inversion or factorization of Λ(x). We note the monomial and
Chebyshev polynomial bases as two additional interesting special cases (both in the univariate and multivariate setting): in these cases, Λ(x) is a low displacement-rank matrix.
For example, when the polynomials are univariate, each block of Λ is a Hankel (or Hankel+Toeplitz) matrix if using the monomial (or Chebyshev) basis. Therefore the inversion
of Λ and the computation of H can be handled using discrete Fourier transforms or the
superfast (nearly-linear-time) algorithms of Pan and others [20].
3. Computing rigorously certified lower bounds with dual certificates
With our theoretical infrastructure and notation in place, we now turn to the question
of computing certified lower bounds and dual certificates for these bounds. In Section 3.1
we show that under the condition that the constant one polynomial is in the interior of
our WSOS cone, every polynomial has a dual certifiable lower bound. We also show that
after a suitable preprocessing (required only once for every WSOS cone), such a certified
bound can be computed by a closed form formula for any polynomial.
In Section 3.2 we discuss efficient algorithms to compute the best bound that a given
certificate certifies for a given polynomial, and show that using dual certificates, inexact
numerical certificates (that come, for example, from numerical sum-of-squares optimization approaches) can be turned into rigorous rational certificates with minimal additional
effort.
In Section 3.3, we present a new algorithm for approximating the best certifiable
WSOS bound for a given polynomial with arbitrary accuracy, and show that it is linearly
convergent to the optimal bound.
Finally, in Section 3.4 we discuss how rational certificates can be constructed efficiently from the dual certificates obtained with a numerical method such as Algorithm 1
in Section 3.3.
Throughout this section, and the rest of the paper, the boldface vector 1 represents
the constant one polynomial (or, precisely, its coefficient vector) in the WSOS cone
g
Σ (= Σgn,2d ), in the space of polynomials V(= Vn,2d
).
3.1. Universal dual certificates
Suppose that 1 ∈ Σ◦ . Then 1 has a gradient certificate x1 , and as we have seen
above, 1 ∈ P(x1 )◦ , that is, x1 certifies an entire full-dimensional cone of polynomials
8

with 1 in its interior. Conversely, an entire cone of certificates, with x1 in its interior,
certifies 1. Our next theorem shows that each of these certificates also certifies some
WSOS lower bound for every polynomial:
Lemma 3. Let x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ be any certificate for which 1 ∈ P(x)◦ and r > 0 arbitrary.
Then for every polynomial t ∈ V, the inclusion x ∈ C(t + c1) holds for every sufficiently
large scalar c. Specifically, if x1 is the gradient certificate of 1 and yc is the gradient
certificate of t + c1, then the inclusion x1 ∈ C(t + c1) and the inequality
kc−1 x1 − yc kc−1 x1 ≤ r,

(16)

hold for every
c≥

1+r
ktk∗x1 .
r

(17)

Proof. The first statement is immediate from the fact that P(x) is a cone and the assumption that 1 ∈ P(x)◦ : the dual vector x certifies all small perturbations of 1, including
every polynomial of the form (c−1 t + 1), and thus also t + c1, for every sufficiently large
c. We prove the second statement in detail.
Using the definitions of the local dual norm and logarithmic homogeneity (9) from
Lemma 1, we have
k(t + c1) − c1k∗c−1 x1

(by def.)

=

(1)

kH(c−1 x1 )−1/2 tk = c−1 kH(x1 )−1/2 tk

(by def.)

=

c−1 ktk∗x1

Our assumed inequality (17) thus yields
k(t + c1) − c1k∗c−1 x1 = c−1 ktk∗x1 ≤

r
.
r+1

(18)

Using logarithmic homogeneity again, we see that c−1 x1 is the gradient certificate for c1.
Therefore, invoking Lemma 2, we deduce from the inequality (18) that c−1 x1 is a dual
certificate for t + c1. Moreover, via the inequality (12) in Lemma 1, we conclude that
(12)

kc−1 x1 − yc kc−1 x1 ≤

ktk∗c−1 x1
1−

ktk∗c−1 x1

(18)

≤ r,

as claimed.
We emphasize that the certificate x1 (or any x with 1 ∈ P(x)◦ ) in Lemma 3 only
needs to be computed once for any particular WSOS cone Σgn,2d . Once x1 (and the
corresponding H(x1 )−1 ) are computed, a certifiable lower bound and a corresponding
certificate can be computed in closed form for any polynomial t ∈ V, with minimal effort.
When the weight polynomials g are sufficiently simple, the gradient certificate of 1
may even be easily expressible in closed form, as in the following example.
Example 1. Consider the cone of nonnegative univariate polynomials of degree 2d + 1
over the interval [−1, 1], which is well known to be the same as the WSOS cone Σgn,2d
with n = 1, m = 2, degree vector d = (d, d), and weight polynomials g(t) = (1 − t, 1 + t).
Furthermore, suppose that all polynomials are represented in the basis of Chebyshev
polynomials (of the second kind), that is, the ordered bases p and q in Proposition 1
9

that determine the operator Λ are the Chebyshev basis polynomials of degree up to d.
Then both diagonal blocks of Λ are Hankel+Toeplitz matrices (we omit the rather tedious
details), and the gradient certificate of 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R2d+2 is simply the vector
x1 = (2d + 2, 0, . . . , 0).
This can be proven by direct calculation verifying the equality −g(x1 ) = Λ∗ (Λ(x1 )−1 ) =
1. The Hessian at this certificate is the diagonal matrix


2d + 1 2d
1
1
diag 1,
,
,...,
.
H(x1 ) =
2d + 2
d+1 d+1
d+1
Analogous results can be derived for polynomials of even degree using d = (d, d − 1), and
weight polynomials g(t) = (1, 1 − t2 ).
3.2. Optimal and near-optimal lower bounds from a given dual certificate
Suppose we have found a dual certificate x that certifies the nonnegativity of the
polynomial t − c1. What is the best lower bound certified by the same certificate? By
definition, the answer is the solution of the one-dimensional optimization problem
def

cmax = max {γ ∈ R | t − γ1 ∈ P(x)} .
As discussed in Section 2, if the inverse Hessian H(x)−1 (or the Cholesky or LDLT
factorization of H(x)) is already computed, then membership in P(x) is easy to test by
verifying the positive semidefiniteness of Λ(H(x)−1 (t − γ1)). Therefore, an arbitrarily
close lower approximation of cmax can be found efficiently, in time proportional to the
logarithm of the approximation error, by binary search on the optimal γ. (An initial
lower bound on cmax is the currently certified lower bound c assumed to be part of the
input; an upper bound on cmax can be computed, e.g., by evaluating the polynomial t
at any point in its domain.)
The repeated matrix factorization makes the algorithm outlined above too expensive
to use as a subroutine. A weaker bound can be computed in closed form using Lemma 2:
if


def
c0max = max γ ∈ R (t − γ1)T xxT − (ν − 1)H(x)−1 (t − γ1) ≥ 0 ,
then t − c0max ∈ P(x). For a given certificate x, if the inverse Hessian H(x)−1 (or
the Cholesky or LDLT factorization of H(x)) is already computed, then solving this
optimization problem amounts to finding the roots of a univariate quadratic function.
In Algorithm 1 below, we use a variant of the c0max bound to compute the optimal
SOS bound for a given polynomial.
3.3. Computing optimal WSOS bounds
We now present an iterative method to compute the best WSOS lower bound for a
given polynomial t. The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. After a
high-level description of the method, we show that it converges linearly to the optimal
WSOS bound below (Theorem 3).
Previously, in Lemma 3, we showed that for a sufficiently large c, t + c1 can be
certified by c−1 x1 ; this result justifies the initialization of the algorithm in Line 1. In
10

Algorithm 1: Compute the best WSOS lower bound and a dual certificate
input
: A polynomial t; a tolerance ε > 0.
parameters: An oracle for computing the barrier Hessian H for Σ; the gradient
certificate x1 for the constant one polynomial; a radius
r ∈ (0, 1/4).
outputs
: A lower bound c on the optimal WSOS lower bound c∗ satisfying
c∗ − c ≤ ε; a dual vector x ∈ (Σ∗ )◦ certifying the nonnegativity of
t − c1.
1/2
1+r
tT H(x1 )−1 t)
. Set c = c0 and x = − c10 x1 .
1 Compute c0 = − r
2 repeat
3
Set x := 2x − H(x)−1 (t − c1).
4
Find the largest real number c+ such that
kx − H(x)−1 (t − c+ 1)kx ≤

5
6
7

r
.
r+1

Set ∆c := c+ − c. Set c := c+ .
until ∆c ≤ ρr Cε
return c and x.

order to increase the lower bound, the algorithm iterates two steps: certificate updates
(Line 3) and bound updates (Line 4). The bound updates are similar to the c0max bound
in Section 3.2; we will precisely justify this step in Lemma 5. The certificate updates are
motivated as follows: since each bound update attempts to push c towards the best bound
certifiable by x, the certificate x sits near the boundary of C(t − c1) after each bound
update. To allow for a sufficient additional increase of the bound in the subsequent
iteration, the certificate x is updated to be closer to the gradient certificate y of the
current t − c1. This certificate y would be prohibitively expensive to compute in each
iteration; instead, the update step in Line 3 can be interpreted as a single Newton step
from x towards the solution of the nonlinear system −g(y) = t − c1.
The computationally most expensive part in each iteration is having to compute
(after each certificate update) a Cholesky factorization of the Hessian H(x) (or the
inverse Hessian H(x)−1 ). With that available, the bound update and the next certificate
update are very efficient: by an argument analogous to the discussion on c0max in the
previous section, the bound update amounts to solving a univariate quadratic polynomial,
and the certificate update is essentially a matrix-vector multiplication. As discussed in
Section 2.1, the computation and factorization of the Hessian is efficient for popular
choices of polynomial bases. The number of iterations is also quite low: as we shall see
in Theorem 3, the algorithm converges linearly to the optimal WSOS bound.
We now turn to the analysis of the algorithm, deferring the discussion on the stopping
criterion until later. To simplify the statements of the results, we will use the following
def
notation throughout the rest of the section. We define x+ = 2x − H(x)−1 (t − c1) to be
the updated certificate in Line 3 to help distinguish the certificates before and after the
update. Finally, we let y be the vector satisfying −g(y) = t − c1 and y+ be the vector
11

satisfying −g(y+ ) = t − c+ 1.
In the next series of Lemmas we show that the bound update from c to c+ is welldefined, and is always an increase, by bounding the distance between x and y in each
step of the iteration. The first result, Lemma 4, shows that x+ is closer than x to the
gradient certificate of t − c1 in their respective local norms.
Lemma 4. Let x+ , y be defined as above, and assume that kx − yk ≤ r for some r < 13 .
r2
.
Then kx+ − ykx+ ≤ 1−2r
Proof. Recall that the update in Line 3 of Algorithm 1 is a single (full) Newton step
towards the solution of the linear system −g(y) = t − c1. Equivalently, the update
x+ − x is a Newton step toward the minimizer of the convex self-concordant function
def

fc (x) = (t − c1)T x + f (x).
Applying [18, Thm. 2.2.3]) to fc , we have
kx+ − ykx ≤

kx − yk2x
r2
=
.
1 − kx − ykx
1−r

Coupling this result with the definition of self-concordance (Eq. (6)), we have
kx+ − yky ≤

kx+ − ykx
r2
kx − yk2x
≤
< 1.
≤
1 − kx − ykx
(1 − kx − ykx )2
(1 − r)2

We conclude that x+ ∈ By (y, 1), and we can thus invoke the inequality (6) for another
change of norms to conclude that
r2

kx+ − ykx+

r2
kx+ − yky
r2
(1−r)2
=
.
≤
≤
=
2
2
2
r
1 − kx+ − yky
(1 − r) − r
1 − 2r
1 − (1−r)
2

We remark that, while x certifies t − c1 whenever kx − ykx < 21 , and each step of our
r2
≤ r whenever 0 < r < 13 . Therefore,
proof is valid for all 0 < r < 12 , we can only have 1−2r
using Lemma 4, we can guarantee that kx+ − ykx+ ≤ kx − ykx when kx − ykx < 13 .
Lemma 5. Suppose that kx+ − ykx+ ≤

r2
1−2r

for some 0 < r < 14 .Then

kx+ − H(x)−1 (t − c1)kx+ <

r
.
r+1

2

r
Proof. Suppose kx+ − ykx+ ≤ 1−2r
. Recall from Eq. (10) that H(x+ )x+ = −g(x+ ).
Using this identity and the definition of the local norm, we deduce that

k − g(x+ ) + g(y)k∗x+ = kH(x+ )−1/2 (H(x+ )x+ − (t − c1)) k
= kH(x+ )1/2 x+ − H(x+ )−1/2 (t − c1)k
−1

= kx+ − H(x+ )
12

(t − c1)kx+ .

(19)

Then using this in tandem with inequality (11) from Lemma 1, we have
2

−1

kx+ −H(x)

r
kx+ − ykx+
r
≤
≤ 1−2rr2 <
1 − kx+ − ykx+
r+1
1 − 1−2r

(11)

(19)

(t−c1)kx+ = k−g(x+ )+g(y)kx+

for every r < 14 .
r
As a consequence, since kx+ −H(x)−1 (t−c1)kx+ < r+1
, we can guarantee that there
r
−1
exists a constant c+ > c such that kx+ − H(x) (t − c+ 1)kx+ = r+1
.
Now, we show that the certificate x and the gradient certificate y satisfy kx−ykx ≤ r
at the beginning of each iteration. This is clearly true for the first iteration, as shown by
the inequality (16) in Lemma 3.

Lemma 6. Suppose that kx − ykx ≤ r < 1. Then kx+ − y+ kx+ ≤ r.
Proof. Analogously to Eq. (19), k − g(x+ ) + g(y+ )k∗x+ = kx+ − H(x+ )−1 (t − c+ 1)kx+ .
Therefore
r
<1
(20)
k − g(x+ ) + g(y+ )k∗x+ = kx+ − H(x+ )−1 (t − c+ 1)kx+ =
r+1
by the definition of the bound update step in Line 4 and our discussion above. Now
inequality (12) from Lemma 1 yields
kx+ − y+ kx+ ≤

k − g(x+ ) + g(y+ )k∗x+
1 − k − g(x+ ) + g(y+ )k∗x+

≤

r/(r + 1)
= r.
1 − (r/(r + 1))

Coupling Lemma 6 with Corollary 1, this reasserts that x is indeed a certificate of
t − c1 at the end of each iteration of the algorithm.
The next lemma uses Lemma 4 in showing that the improvement in the lower bound
can be bounded from below by a constant times the local norm of 1.
def

2

)
Lemma 7. Define ρr = r(1−3r−2r
Then at the end of each iteration of Algorithm 1,
1−r−2r 2
ρr
c+ − c ≥ k1k∗ , where y is the gradient certificate of t − c1.
y

Proof. From the identities (20) and the definition of c+ in Line 4 of the algorithm, we
have
r
= kx+ − H(x+ )−1 (t − c+ 1)kx+ = k − g(x+ ) + g(y+ )k∗x+ .
r+1
Upper bounding the right-hand side by the triangle inequality gives
r
− k − g(x+ ) + g(y)k∗x+ ≤ k − g(y+ ) + g(y)k∗x+ = k(c+ − c)1k∗x+ .
r+1

(21)

Thus, to lower bound (c+ − c), it suffices to upper bound k − g(x+ ) + g(y)k∗x+ .
From Lemma 4, we know that kx+ − ykx+ ≤
Lemma 1, we have

r2
1−2r .

Using the inequality (11) in
2

k − g(x+ ) +

g(y)k∗x+

r
kx+ − ykx+
r2
≤
≤ 1−2rr2 =
.
1 − kx+ − ykx+
1 − 2r − r2
1 − 1−2r
13

(22)

Combining the inequalities in (21) and (22), we have
(c+ − c)k1k∗x+ ≥

r
r2
.
−
r + 1 1 − 2r − r2

Finally, changing norms again with inequality (6),



r2
r
r2
∗
∗
∗
1−
= ρr .
(c+ −c)k1ky+ ≥ (c+ −c)k1kx+ (1−ky−x+ kx+ ) ≥
−
r + 1 1 − 2r − r2
1 − 2r

We remark that if r is chosen so that 0 < r < 41 , then ρr > 0, and, for example,
ρr > 2/21 for r = 1/6. Therefore in each iteration of the algorithm, the improvement
of can be bounded from below by a quantity proportional to (k1k∗y )−1 with the current
gradient certificate y.
Now, we turn our attention to the convergence of Algorithm 1. When 1 ∈ Σ◦ , the
optimal WSOS lower bound c∗ for a polynomial t is the unique scalar γ for which t − γ1
is on the boundary of Σ. In Theorem 2, we show that the norm k1k∗y can be related to
the distance (c∗ − c) between the current bound and the optimal WSOS lower bound.
We will then combine this result with Lemma 7 to show that the algorithm converges
linearly to the optimal WSOS lower bound of t. The analysis also motivates the stopping
criterion for the algorithm.
In what follows, we let λmax (M) denote the largest eigenvalue of the matrix M and
λmin (M) denote the smallest eigenvalue. We also remark that k · k1 and k · k refer to the
standard 1-norm and the 2-norm of vectors, respectively (not to be confused with the
local norms used above).
Theorem 2. Suppose that t − c∗ 1 is on the boundary of Σ. Let y denote the gradient
certificate of some t − c1 with c < c∗ . Then there exists a constant C (depending only
on the operator Λ) such that c∗ − c ≤ (Ck1k∗y )−1 .
Proof. Recall that −g(y) = t − c1. Define the constant
def

k1 = min{1T v | v ∈ Σ∗ , kvk = 1}.
Observe that the minimum exists (as Σ∗ is a closed and non-trivial cone) and k1 > 0,
def

because 1 ∈ Σ◦ . Using the shorthand α = c∗ − c > 0, we now have


 
y
y
(10)
ν = −g
,
kyk
kyk


y
(9)
= kyk t − c1,
kyk




y
y
= kyk
t − c∗ 1,
, + (c∗ − c) 1,
kyk
kyk
≥ 0 + kykαk1 = kykαk1 ,
from which we conclude that
kyk ≤
14

ν
.
αk1

(23)

Recall from Eq. (8) that H(y)w = Λ∗ (Λ(y)−1 Λ(w)Λ(y)−1 ). Therefore, wT H(y)w =
hw, Λ∗ (Λ(y)−1 Λ(w)Λ(y)−1 )i = tr(Λ(w)Λ(y)−1 Λ(w)Λ(y)−1 ). Moreover, observe that,
when for any A < 0 and real symmetric matrix B of the same size, we have
tr(A)λmin (B) ≤ tr(AB) ≤ tr(A)λmax (B).
Using this fact, we have that for every w ∈ RU ,
wT H(y)w = tr Λ(w)Λ(y)−1 Λ(w)Λ(y)−1




≥ λmin (Λ(y)−1 ) tr Λ(w)Λ(y)−1 Λ(w)

= λmin (Λ(y)−1 ) tr Λ(w)2 Λ(y)−1
≥ λmin (Λ(y)−1 )2 tr(Λ(w)2 )
= λmax (Λ(y))−2 tr(Λ(w)2 ).
We conclude that
λmin (H(y)1/2 ) ≥
wherein we define

k2
,
λmax (Λ(y))

(24)

p
def
k2 = min{ tr(Λ(w)2 ) | kwk = 1}.

We remark that k2 > 0 (since Λ(w) 6= 0 whenever w 6= 0).
Next, recall that k1k∗y = kH(y)−1/2 1k and note kH(y)−1/2 k =

1
.
λmin (H(y)1/2 )

Define

def

k3 = max {λmax (Λ(y)) | y ∈ Σ∗ , kyk = 1} .
These identities and our previous inequalities give
k1k∗y = kH(y)−1/2 1k ≤
def

Defining C =

k1 k2
k3 νk1k ,

λmin

(24) λ
k1k
(Λ(y))k1k
k3 kykk1k (23) k3 νk1k
 ≤ max
≤
.
≤
k2
k2
k1 k2 α
H(y)1/2

we conclude that

α = c∗ − c ≤ (Ck1k∗y )−1 .
Pm
We remark that the parameter ν = i=1 Li is a parameter of the WSOS cone Σ
entirely independent of the representation of the polynomials. The parameter k1 depends
on the basis in which the WSOS polynomials are represented (but otherwise does not
depend on Λ), while k2 and k3 are properties of the Λ operator representing Σ.
Coupling Lemma 7 with Theorem 2, we have also proven our main result about the
convergence of our algorithm:
Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 is globally linearly convergent to c∗ = max{c | t − c1 ∈ Σ},
the optimal WSOS lower bound for the polynomial t. More precisely, in each iteration
of Algorithm 1, the improvement ∆c = c+ − c of the lower bound satisfies
∆c
≥ ρr C,
−c

c∗

(25)

with the absolute constant ρr > 0 defined in Lemma 7 and the Λ-dependent constant
C > 0 defined in Theorem 2.
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Theorem 3 motivates the stopping criterion (Line 6) of Algorithm 1. The current
bound c is guaranteed to satisfy c ≤ c∗ ≤ c + ε as soon as ∆c ≤ ρr Cε.
Alternatively, we can also rearrange the same inequality to provide an explicit upper
bound on the number of iterations of the algorithm. After k iterations of Algorithm 1
we have
c∗ − ck ≤ (1 − ρr C)k (c∗ − c0 ),


∗
0
therefore, for a fixed cone (and parameter C), the algorithm terminates after O log c −c
ε
iterations. Additionally, it is typically easy to bound from below the global minimum
of the input polynomial t (e.g., by evaluating it at any point in its domain), and thus
bound c∗ from above, and when an explicit bound on the magnitude of the elements in
{x ∈ Rn | gi (x) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , m} is known, it is also straightforward to upper bound c∗
by κg ktk with some constant κg dependent only the weight functions g. Similarly, from
−1
)ktk, bounding the initial bound
the first step of Algorithm 1, c0 ≥ − 1+r
r λmax (H(x1 )
c0 from below by a Λ-dependent constant multiple of ktk. Thus, for a fixed cone, the
algorithm terminates after O(log ktk
ε ) iterations.
3.4. Rational certificates
As presented and analyzed in the previous sections, Algorithm 1 can be implemented
as an entirely numerical method, computing a “numerical” lower bound c and a dual certificate x for the nonnegativity of t − c1. Note, however, that as a consequence of Lemma
2, x serves as an exact rational WSOS certificate for t − c1 in every iteration, without
any need for additional rounding or other post-processing. To be more precisely, in each
iteration of this algorithm, the numerical dual certificate x can be directly converted to
an exact rational certificate S < 0 via the formula of Eq. (13), as long as the coefficient
vector t is rational, without any additional rounding or projection of x or c.
This property sets dual certificates apart from conventional certificates: a numerical
solution to the semidefinite programming (feasibility) problem
find an S < 0 satisfying Λ∗ (S) = t − c1
will generally satisfy the equality constraints Λ∗ (S) = t − c1 only within some numerical
tolerance, thus S will not be a rigorous certificate, even if we can guarantee (by the
appropriate choice of optimization algorithm) that at least the cone constraint S < 0 is
always satisfied. In contrast, any dual certificate x from the full-dimensional cone C(t −
c1) is a “rigorous” certificate that can be turned into a rational WSOS decomposition.
In fact, if desired, one may “round” the certificate x to a “nearby” rational certificate with smaller components, in order to obtain a simpler WSOS decomposition, quite
freely (e.g., by applying Diophantine approximation component-wise, or using the LLL
algorithm for simultaneous approximation of x with a “smaller” rational vector), since
the algorithm returns a certificate x satisfying kx − ykx ≤ r(< 1/4), but every certificate
with kx − ykx ≤ 1 is equally valid by Corollary 1.
We also remark that although our primary goal is to obtain certified rational lower
bounds on the polynomial, dual certificates also provide upper bounds on the optimal
WSOS bound via Theorem 3, whenever the Λ-dependent constant C in is known (or can
be bounded from below) for a particular cone Σ. In particular, although in the analysis
heavily relies on the quantity k1k∗y , which is not efficiently computable (we do not have
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access to the gradient certificate y), the inequality (25) provides a computable upper
bound on c∗ .
4. Discussion
Primal versus dual certificates. Conventional nonnegativity certificates are representations of the certified polynomials that make their nonnegativity apparent. This is a fundamental issue for numerical methods for computing nonnegativity certificates, as the
certificate they compute is typically a rigorous WSOS certificate for a slightly different
polynomial from the one we seek to certify.
Dual certificates address this issue: through the formula (13), not only can we interpret any rational dual vector from C(s) as a certificate, but we can also compute, via a
closed-form formula, a rational certificate for the polynomial s with rational certificates.
Since every polynomial (in the interior of the SOS cone) has a full-dimensional cone of
dual certificates, even an inexact numerical method computing low-accuracy solutions
to an SOS optimization problem can return dual certificates that can be turned into a
rational certificate this way. For example, Algorithm 1 can be implemented as a purely
numerical method, followed by an application of the formula (13) to compute a rational
certificate for the computed bound. Although the certificate x only loosely tracks the
gradient certificate of t − c1, we can guarantee that x certifies the current bound. This
also means that, unlike most numerical or hybrid methods that require high-accuracy solutions from the numerical component of the algorithm, Algorithm 1 provides a certified
bound even if terminated early; only the quality of the bound suffers.
Recent work in numerical methods for non-symmetric cones has resulted in a few
additional algorithms that can directly optimize over the cone of WSOS certificates
circumventing semidefinite programming, including [21] and [22]; in principle, these can
also be coupled with the methods presented in Section 2.
Efficiency. In general, it is difficult to make general statements about the asymptotic
running time of Algorithm 1 as a function of every interesting parameter (the degree
and the number of unknowns of the input polynomial, etc.) as these also depend on the
specific weight polynomials and the chosen representation (Λ operator). As noted, the
computational cost per iteration is a low-degree polynomial for Λ operators corresponding
to popular bases in numerical methods (e.g., Chebyshev and interpolant bases), and the
method is linearly convergent, that is, for a given polynomial it requires a number of
iterations proportional to log(1/ε) to compute a certified rational bound within ε of the
optimal bound c∗ . Additionally, from the constructive proof of Theorem 2 it might also
be possible to derive explicit bounds on the exact linear rate and the initial gap c∗ − c0
in interesting special cases, such as the case of univariate polynomials or multivariate
polynomials over simple semialgebraic sets such as the unit sphere or the unit cube.
Assumptions. Throughout, we have made the fundamental assumption that the constant
one polynomial is in the interior of the WSOS cone Σ = Σgn,2d . (Naturally, in any
remotely interesting situation, positive constant polynomials must belong to Σ, but not
necessarily to the interior.) This is a relatively mild assumption both from a theoretical
and practical perspective. In many cases, it can be verified directly and ensured to hold
a priori. Computationally, it can be verified via convex optimization, and if it does not
17

hold, Σ can be extended (with the inclusion of more weights that are nonnegative on the
nonnegativity set of the existing weights) to satisfy this condition.
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